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Enterprise Solutions that
Simply Work!

OUR PHILOSOPHY
We work around your business. We strive to make technology integrate seamlessly
with your business so your business can grow. As your technology partner, when
your business grows ours will grow with you, therefore, we will work hand in hand
with you to support your growth.
Our mission is simple: to deliver the most reliable and practical telecom, faxing, internet connectivity and other technology
solutions to help our clients improve quality, efficiency and business profitability in order to make technology an asset for
their organization and not a problem.

WHY ENVOI NETWORKS
We understand there are many choices when it comes to VoIP Companies. Not all
Hosted PBX and VoIP providers are alike. If they lead with "fit your business into my
system," or low prices and a narrow feature set as their value proposition, you should run scared. Leading with quality
and capabilities before cost savings is better for your business, and is a time-tested model for success. Here are a few
reasons why you should choose Envoi Networks:
-

We are not a white-label reseller like many companies out there. We own and operate our own VoIP platform and
host it in our infrastructure. As a result, we can offer you a Service Level Agreement and an uptime guaranteed of
up to 99.999%.

-

We are a turn-key service provider. We project-manage every step of the process; from providing and configuring
the hardware, assisting with your network setup, implementing your system, ensuring QoS (Quality of Service), all
the way to the training of your staff. And we don’t stop there, we continue to be there for you with our WhiteGlove Customer Support any time you need us.

-

We are fair, reasonable and always deliver on our promises. We treat our clients right and that is why we have
such a high customer retention rate.

WHY HOSTED VOIP/PBX vs. ON-PREMISE
As the telephone is still one of the most primary tools of communication for business, there must be 100% reliability.
Therefore, measures must be taken to insure that it is located in a fully redundant environment and is managed 24/7/365
by professionals to insure uptime & reliability. Here are some advantages of a hosted system:
Main Difference: The major difference between the premise based system and the hosted, is the requirement to
purchase, host, and maintain the actual phone server at your premise. This option is sometimes well suited for
companies with a full-time IT staff, and appropriate facilities for hosting the server. However, it should also be
considered, that good hosted providers will constantly be adding and improving on their features. This may be
more difficult for a premise based server, unless your company has the programming staff to implement these
features on their own. Remember, with hosted service, you only have the phones to worry about; the hosted
provider handles the rest!
Save Money on Equipment and Facilities: With a hosted service, there is no equipment to purchase, other than
telephones that start at less than $100. This can mean thousands of dollars saved upon initial purchase of
equipment. In addition; moving, upgrades and maintenance are all free with hosted providers! With a traditional
phone system you can pay as much for monthly maintenance, as you do for the total service fees for a hosted

provider! Another major savings is facilities, and IT expenses. With a phone system that is hosted on a company’s
premise, IT staff and an appropriate facility for operations of the equipment are required. This includes power,
air-conditioning and security which are all completely bullet-proof! With the hosted option, there is no need for IT
staff or special facilities.
No More Phone Company: With hosted VoIP service, you can get inbound and outbound calls to your phones
without the need to use your telephone company. By eliminating these service providers, your hosted phone
system services can save you more money than you are currently paying with your telephone service!
Multiple Location Transfers: If your company has more than one location, you want to be able to handle each and
every call that comes in, regardless of which location it may have been intended! With hosted systems, it is easy to
transfer calls from one location to another, and it is a seamless process for a customer to call in, and have their
calls picked up by a different location than the one they dialed! This can really save your company time, just by
making 100% sure that every time a customer calls they are answered by the appropriate people!
Keeping your phone running at all times: One major advantage of a hosted phone service is the ability to host
your telephone service in a carrier-grade facility that can remain up and running even in a disaster! There are
power, air- conditioning and security benefits that many small businesses, and some large business, just do not
have. There is normally redundancy for all critical systems, and active maintenance and monitoring performed on
the service provider’s equipment, which can be expensive for most companies. If your premise based phone
system goes down, you can lose calls for hours! But with a hosted service, you can have all your calls routed to
another location or to your mobile phones.
Setup: This is where the hosted services can really be perfect for companies that don’t want to take the time to
figure out a new system! The setup is quite simple, using an online interface. You simply type in the numbers you
want to use for follow-me call routing, and setup a couple of email addresses. You then call into your phone
number and record voicemail greetings. You can just click on a button in the online interface and load up
greetings you have professionally recorded by the service provider, or a provider of your choosing. You may also
load custom music-on-hold for your callers to hear while they wait for you to pick up the calls.
How do I choose a provider? Most service providers offer a robust list of features, redundant facilities, and
pricing that will most often beat the traditional options. There are however differences between providers that
may be important to you:
- What type of a facility do they use to host their services?
- Does the provider offer VoIP telephones service, with unlimited inbound and outbound calling or Free
calls to international destinations?
- Does the provider use their own proprietary software, or are they reselling another platform? This can be
important when you need flexibility in features, integration, and other customized services.
- Do they offer excellent customer service and available when you need them or do you have to wait on
hold? What kind of uptime guarantee to day provide?
- Does the provider keep your business by holding your phone number hostage, and making it difficult to
get it back if you cancel service, or do they prefer to earn your continued business by providing excellent
service?

Please contact us for more information at: 877-495-9604
Or email us at: sales@envoi.com

